Abstract:

This article provides a rethinking of the concept of ‘exile’ and promotes its utility regarding both the externally and the internally-displaced. It does so from the perspective of Medical Anthropology. A number of variables affecting and shaping the morality, performance, nature and outcomes of exile are identified. Edward Said’s views are discussed; but, must exiles always and forever be viewed or be felt as ‘broken lives’? The article argues against a naive presumption of ‘universalism’ to exile’s embodied experience and response; instead, the specificities of cultural meaning systems must be taken into account. Further, it argues against analysts’ common presumption of pathology and ‘post-traumatic stress disorder’ among exiles; instead, evidence for agency and ‘resilience’ in exile populations’ health and coping through time must also, and explicitly, be recognized. Finally, where lives are ‘broken’, the potential of Truth Commissions and ‘forgiveness’ to be practices of collective repair is noted. Examples are drawn from Africa, Bosnia, Cambodia, Chile, China, Holocaust survivors, and Tibet.

Introduction: Presumptions of Pathology & Place

The topic of exile and its consequences is a very common, very timely and very complex matter, only some aspects of which can be addressed in any detail in this paper. I approach the topic from the perspective of Medical Anthropology.
and understanding of- and perhaps help prepare some people for, the long-term. The experience of exile and its consequences, including any health consequences, must be sought within and through a comparative, cross-cultural and longitudinal context and understanding, with respect both to individuals and the cultural collectivity.

Though there now is a growing comparative literature to draw on- perhaps most notably to date, despite my reservation, that concerning Cambodian refugees over time, nevertheless the best available template for our understanding of the longitudinal and international consequences of collective 'traumatic' experience remains that of the Jewish Holocaust and its heirs. Of particular note is the compelling critique by the psychologist Norman Solkoff (1992) of "the presumption of pathology", the ignoring of "the adaptive strategies of survivors and their competence as parents" (cf. Loomis 1998) and the ignoring of "possible steeling effects" for strengthening the survivors' children-and other methodological problems, all to be found in (and undermining the validity of) much recent work by health care professionals and researchers. The two most recent studies known to me about Holocaust survivorship and intersubjective 'transmission' (Sorscher & Cohen 1997, Yehuda et al. 1998), in my judgement remain subject to Solkoff's methodological critique. Do 'horrific' events inevitably and permanently mark survivors and their heirs? Solkoff's conclusion is edifying for our comparative study- and is cause for due optimism: in general, "children of survivors are not substantially different from other children" (1992: 356).

A second, distorting presumption needs clarification and updating here. To speak boldly and despite the discipline's awareness of inter-cultural borrowings and hybridity, within Anthropology until the last very few years there commonly was a presumption that each culture had its physical 'place' (not mere 'space', but itself a work of culture, becoming 'place'; cf. Tuan 1977), and thus that if members moved or were dis-placed from that site then, via the move and re-location, their culture would be left behind or lost as they 'acculturated' to the new setting and its dominant culture- and their identities shifting as well.

And further, having gone from place A to place B, the movement halted...all this as if for Anthropology, population movement need necessarily, always, be somehow unusual, abnormal pathological, and linear. Today, of course, we all are concerned with and implicated in a far more 'globalized' and 'simultaneous' system, whose interconnections are more pervasive, intimate, new technology-assisted, speedy and interactive. Culture 'travels' more than ever, its members are more 'diasporic' in nature, its sentiments and memories more multi-sited and moving (Clifford 1994, Safran 1991, Toloyan 1996). Even exile isn't what it used to be. Today's exiles are but part of a whole World in motion (involving tourists, traders, immigrants, pilgrims, labour migrants, NGO employees, etc.), and the 'place' and experience of exile need not be as out-of-touch with 'home' as may once have been the case and concern-though clearly some constraints may remain (matters of papers and borders: but even borders can travel, Jansen 1998:98).

The changed world and appreciation thereof is such that the anthropologists Rapport and Dawson recently have argued that "a far more mobile conception of home should come to the fore...something to be taken along whenever on decamps" (1998: 7). For them, 'home' is not fixedly 'placed'; rather, 'home' is "'where one best knows oneself' - where 'best' means 'most', even if not always 'happiest'". Or again, more fleshed-out in conception, 'home' refers "to that environment (cognitive, affective, physical, somatic, or whatever) in which one best knows oneself, where one's self-identity is best grounded-or worst, or most, or freely, or most presently, as one deems fit" (1998: 9, 21). Indeed, they argue for great fluidity in or self-placement (1998: 27), for a "recognition that not only can one be at home in movement, but that movement can be one's very home": we thus make our dwelling and express our being through the narration of "moving stories" (1998:30).

The fluidity of their approach is challenging and welcome, yet it clearly begs questions of privilege, differential power, egoistic autonomy and state action. In addition, then, to my underlining of the significance of resilience and transcendence for our appreciation for the narrative and the historical truths of exile, I also in this paper wish to draw attention to an earlier and seemingly rather overlooked consideration of home and 'exile', that of Edward Said, a self-described "American Palestine, an exile" (1992, 1998; cf. Arnold 1999), and well-known literary critic.

**Exile as an Aesthetic Project**

Said's most extensive 'reflection on exile' remains his very provocative 1984 article, where he defines exile as "the unhealable rift forced between a human being and a native place, between the self and its true home: its essential sadness can never be surmounted" (1984:159: cf. Arendt 1943, 70ff.) - this is not a 'fluid' view, but a 'rooted' one (cf. 1984:165), with a tinge of pathology. However, within that same article, Said in fact presents two views or classes of exile. The one speaks of exile as "an anguish" or as "the compounded misery of 'undocumented' people suddenly lost, without a tellable history" (1984: 160, 161; cf. Malkki, below); these 'mass' exiles have "broken lives" (1984: 163). From that last phrase comes the title of my own paper, but to which I deliberately add the question mark lacking in Said's reflection on this 'class' of movement.

The second 'exile' is a Foucauldian 'technology of the self' (cf. Lumsden 1996): "provided the exile refuses to sit in the sidelines nursing a wound, there are things to be learned: he or she must cultivate a scrupulous (not indulgent or sulky) subjectivity" (Said 1984: 170; Adorno is his exemplar), achieving thereby the ability to act "as if one were at home wherever one happens to be" (1984: 172). This class of exile is meritorious: such 'scrupulous' exile-selves...
And, as in all of Said’s major ‘literary’ works, he cites the one and the same passage from a twelfth-century monk (on whom, see Luscombe 1972) – part of Said’s Christian heritage- as warrant that the highest moral worth attaches to one’s achieving of a detachment from all ‘place’. For, “Seeing the entire world as a foreign land ‘makes possible originality of vision’” (1984: 171-172, cf. Appelfeld, 1998: 197), i.e., a ‘contrapuntal’ mode of double consciousness. This more elevated, even ‘spiritual’, class of exile is more ‘elite’ in its potential membership: it is a cosmopolitan, scrupulously ‘intellectual’ elite composed, I suspect, of poets and writers, of Said’s write large. For these, exile can be an aesthetic- even ascetic, project and mode of being. I borrow from Said’s thought to help illuminate cases below.

Other Faces of Exile

A number of ‘faces’ or more prosaic types of exile can be distinguished. Exile may be voluntary or involuntary, self-imposed or other-imposed, and may be near or far, short-term or long-term or permanent. It may be the experience of an individual of a family or of a collectivity (such as an identified political group or an ethnic group), and that exile may be inherited by the next generation or more, perhaps constructing their lives and outlook in varying ways and degrees with ‘myths of homeland and return’ (Safran 1991, cf. Clifford 1994). Or, a group’s exile may be ‘aborted’ or cut short at least for this time round, and its physical return has been fostered and nurtured by external players as with the Kosovar case now messily unfolding. I want to speak somewhat more fully about five other faces of exile: external/internal, proper/improper, fraudulent exilic identities or claims, those left behind, and returnees.

External/Internal Exile

“Ex-” indicates ‘out’ or ‘from’ place, as opposed to those remaining ‘in’. In the fields of Refugee Law and Refugee Studies, whether some one or group has left and crossed over a recognized ‘border’ helps construct a distinction and differential rights- and perhaps futures, between ‘refugees’ and those ‘internally displaced’ (IDPs)- a legal and humanitarian gap thankfully now closing, not least thanks to the anthropologist Francis Mading Deng (1998, cf. R. Lee 1996). Exiles, then, may be outside of or still inside of ‘their’ state boundaries. Just as there are various reasons or pushes & pulls for external exile, so too there are several forms of internal exile or ‘inexile’ (Weschler 1998a: 164, 213). And indeed, a particular ‘cause’ or event may well produce both a population of external exiles as well as a population of internal ones.

Forms of internal exile vary in severity, duration and meaning, not least. Internal ‘exile’ may come about owing to ‘natural’ disasters (famine, flood), to the effects of the Dam or other state ‘development’ projects (Lumsden 1993), to political banishment to that state’s version of a gulag or one thinks here of that decade or more thanks to and in aide of Mao Zedong’s Cultural Revolution, to one’s (dis)embodiment under the state-sponsored torture (Weschler 1998a: 213), to civil strife and flight within the state, to being physically in, but not of one’s own society as it is currently run. This last form is exemplified, if not among Toronto’s homeless, then certainly by the Chilean scholar Helia Lopez Zargosa, whose daily and mental lives were acutely transformed by the military coup of 1973:

“My political exile started long before I was forced to leave my country... After 11 September 1973, I became part of the defeated sector of Chilean society. Our political creeds, ideologies, values, ways of life, everything we believed in, were devalued and stigmatized. Our meaning had been defeated and had been replaced by the new order. I was left deprived of any social value.” (1998: 189)

And later she adds, “Chile was my country of origin but ceased to be my home”, (1998: 190, cf. 193, 1998). This example serves to remind us that ‘exile’ is not a matter of mere self- or group-movement, but rather intimately implicates meaning systems, moral worlds, cultural symbols and concerns, and subjectivity.

Proper/Improper Exiles

It may seem strange to consider a distinction or binary opposition between ‘proper’ and ‘improper’ exiles and exilic behavior, but in fact ‘exile’ is a social role, one scripted not only by local cultural conventions but also by the desires of potential sponsors or hostlands, by the expectations of humanitarian organizations (cf. Malkki 1996) and by international media (Kleinman & Kleinman 1997) – not always to the benefit of the ‘object’ of concern.

Some groups of involuntary exiles are judged more media-worthy or sponsor-worthy than others: this is not a fair process, nor is it one based on a simple calculus of differential risk or suffering. The fate of particular groups of exiles comes in and out of ‘fashion’, for complex or crude reasons not effectively within their own control. Thus, e.g., Canada and its allies have been welcoming into their hostland thousands of Kosovar Muslims who are white, but at roughly the same time Canada did not reach out to assist and welcome exiles caught up in Sierra Leone’s very severe civil strife and displacement (cf. Thompson 1999), exiles who are not white and this despite a genuine, historical link between Nova Scotia and the founders of Freetown since the late 18th-century (e.g., Walker 1992), a link emotionally reaffirmed by a diasporic pilgrimage from Nova Scotia in 1992. Or, some groups may find hostland acceptance owing to the ‘romance’ of their perceived struggle- as Lopez Zargosa has pointed out (1998: 192) regarding the “Latin America guerrillero” in and for France. A similar romance assisted the welcoming of post-‘Tiananmen’-1989 Chinese political exiles I both France and the United States, a romance made more salient and successful in this particular case not just because of the presence of a large number of international media in Beijing at the time (to cover Gorbachev’s visit), but thanks to a
number of Beijing students ably playing to highly valiant and ‘proper’ symbols of hostland national identity. Thus the Beijing student demonstrations not only appealed internally to the 70th anniversary of China’s May Fourth Movement but also knowingly took place at a time marking the 200th anniversary of the French Revolution, while an icon erected in Tianamn Square was the ‘Goddess of Democracy’, evocative of the Statue of Liberty (itself, of course, a gift to the U.S. from France…)! On a far less successful note, myself have keen memories of debating with some Libyan refugees in Waterloo Camp, Sierra Leone, in 1993, as to why Bosnia and not their case was then in fashion in the West.

Particular symbolic weight and cultural pressure may be placed on exiles’, or certain categories’, moral or sexual conduct. Helia Lopez Zargosa, e.g., reports her experience as the wife of a Chilean political prisoner. On the other hand (1998: 190), there was an experienced enhancement of gender awareness and accomplishment: “Men became isolated and dependant in prison, while women were forced to take on the ‘father / husband’ roles. In so doing, we became self-reliant and independent; ‘masculine’ traits which reinforced our female worth, and were a source of pride”. On the other hand, given “the glorification of the political prisoners” in her circle, “We had to keep the positive image of being the wife of a ‘hero’ and behave accordingly… political prisoners’ wives… were under string social pressure to maintain their husband’s ‘honour’ and would be severely punished if they were to transgress these social values” (1998: 190-191). Marriages do not always survive such cultural forces— as with Lopez Zargosa’s own later ‘abandonment’ while in external exile.

Similar pressures by the exile community on its heroes’ marital conduct or sexual adventures have been noted among host-‘Tiananmen’ Chinese ‘democracy’ leaders (Ma 1993: 380-381). And their engagement with mainstream business activities while in Western exile has also been regarded by fellow exiles as improper conduct, conduct suggesting a decreasing commitment to ‘the cause’ while also undermining the credibility of their leadership and the moral purity of their roles. Hence, e.g., the harsh criticisms of the quite successful U.S. career of Ms. Chai Ling and Mr. Li Lu, particularly around the tenth anniversary of ‘Tiananmen’ earlier this month (Burma 1999, Mickleburgh 1999, Wong 1999, cf. Cohn 1999; on Wu’er Kaixi’s decline, see Schell 1994). Similarly too, the Burundi Hutu in the refugee camp studied by Malkki (1995—discussed further below) strongly disapproved of the ‘improper’—indeed ‘disloyal’, marital (in this case, inter-marriage with Tanzanians) and entrepreneurial activities of the Hutu town-based ‘exiles’.

There is then, a cultural code of conduct (a ‘scrupulosity’ to use Said’s phrasing, or an ascetic ‘technology of the self’ to use Foucault’s) for properly playing the role of ‘exile’ even more so for exile leaders, and a price to be paid for impropriety. Refugee agency or camp administrators, have, and act on, their images of pure/impure ‘refugeeness’ as well, as Malkki documents (1996: 382-385).

The Fraudulent Exile

The exile status and ‘career’, with its sometimes evocative pathos and other potential seductions, on rare occasions has attracted fraud— with resulting hurt to persons and/or causes. I present three recent cases:

In one case, a man claiming the identity of a Benjamir Wilkomirski recently published a best-selling book called, Fragments: Memories of a Wartime Childhood, concerning the WWII trauma of his concentration camp life and of his later Swiss fosterage, a work now revealed as but a pastiche of researched lies, indeed as the work of a non-Jew, a case bitingly characterized as the work of a ‘memory thief’ (Gourevitch 1999). It seems to me to have been deliberate fictioneering, and not the ‘false memory syndrome’ suggested by another critic (Pendergrast 1999).

The second case is that of a genuine WWII concentration camp dweller who went on to a highly successful career in the U.S. as an ‘expert’ on the psychology of concentration camp survivors/refugees, as an acclaimed child psychotherapist—i.e., Bruno Bettelheim (Pollak 1997, cf. Arendt 1943: 73), who was revealed after his 1990 suicide, built a career on exaggerated or fraudulent professional claims and who, besides, seemingly was a bully and abuser of the very children in his charge.

The third case involves the winner of the 1992 Nobel Peace Prize, Mayan woman, Rigoberta Menchu, an international icon, thanks to her best-selling ‘autobiography’, of the indigenous struggle to overcome the three decades of violence and displacement affecting hundreds of thousands of Guatemalans. Yet as the anthropologist David Stoll now rather reluctantly reveals (1999, cf. also Canby 1999), her narrative is erroneous or untruthful in parts, is not the ‘pure’ eyewitness account first claimed and which attracted so many supporters.

In the Wilkommerkis and Menchu cases, debates continue to gather steam over such questions as: can something untruthful, nevertheless speak to truth? whose truth about violence and exile should be listened to or commemo rated? whose ‘memories’ claim history? And more (e.g. Ozick, 1999).

Those Left Behind

Exiles are not likely to move neatly packaged with all the kin and others they hold dear; it is important to note the distinction between exiles and their support group safely present with them or safely in one or more hostlands, and the case of exiles being haunted by the letters, phone calls, faxes, e-mails or spirits of those whom they had to or did leave behind (e.g. Eisenburch 1990, Wein et al. 1995). This last case may constrain exiles’ conduct and political activities in the hostland and diaspora for fear their loved ones may easily be punished in their stead and/or may encourage their yearning and action to ‘return’. Or, exiles though their remittances ‘home’, may send back support to those left behind, thereby perhaps also helping to maintain in power the
very regime they themselves fled. Or, external exiles consciously or unconsciously may choose to ‘forget’ their parents or others left behind, in favour of making a new life (and new memories) for themselves or for their children in the hostland (see Weine et al. 1997 for a Bosnian Muslim case in the U.S.; cf. Kenkens 1997: 41). Or, the exile’s culture or religious tradition may provide meaningful symbolic or ritual ways of meritoriously salving cultural expectations and pangs of conscience regarding those ‘abandoned’ - as in Cambodian Buddhism’s mechanism for living or deceased parents, for the latter’s next life.

Returnees

Another face of exile are exiles who return, or who are returned, to their homeland, which by then has changed or has or which soon undergoes significant changes with which they must reckon (e.g., Lopez Zargosa 1998, 194, 197, for Chile, and the Godley 1989 for returnees caught up in Mao’s Cultural Revolution of 1966- 76). Returning may well not complete the exile’s trajectory nor bring resolution. One may return to find perpetrators of one’s torture, or those who betrayed you or your family, still walking the streets at their ease (e.g. Weschler 1998a). Or, after being a ‘proper’ exile and returning, you may find, you must now fend off accusations - drawn from liberated regime files, with their cesspool mix of ‘truth’ claims - that you were an informer (see the Czech case in Weschler 1998b). Other exiles may simply return for a brief healing closure of sorts, and depart again. After 57 years, e.g., Aharon Appelfeld (1998: 190) felt both the pull and the possibility of return, to the Ukraine:

“An old feeling of guilt, which I had repressed for many years, floated up (in 1996). Its essence was a mass grave in the village of Dranjinet, in which my mother and grandmother were buried. The thought that one day I might stand by that grave in silence would not leave me…

And so, in 1998, he returned, to Cernovitz, where “every street corner reminded me of an outing with my parents, a surprising gift” (1998: 191), and then to ‘the scene of the crime’ (see Ignatieff 1998):

“We stood in silence. Many thoughts raced through my mind, but none that I could grasp. My mother’s face, whose features I had preserved for so many years, was suddenly erased from my memory” (Appelfeld 1998: 194)

And later he remarks, in a splendid evocation of ‘place’, “I had seen where she was buried and what you can see from there” (1998: 197) - and he moves on, goes back to Israel.

Some Key Variables and Social Categories

To be an exile does not mean- and we must not presume, that there is but one, ‘typical’ or essentialist life-cycle to be experienced over time, as say from pre-exile or pre-flight on to encampment or asylum and on to diaspora and/or to return and its aftermath. In addition to the different ‘types’ I have discussed, there is a diversity of other factors and social categories under the resonant rubric of ‘exile’, which help shape varying life-trajectories. Moreover, to be an exile of one form or other, may well entail the assumption or discarding of a social categories under the resonant rubrics of ‘place’, “I had seen where she was buried and what you can see from there” (1998: 197) - and he moves on, goes back to Israel.

Space precludes my doing little more than specifying some of these pregnant variables, and then categories, affecting the nature, resources, resilience and risks, and processes of exilic experience. Important variables include: cultural constructions of selfhood (e.g., egocentric, sociocentric), embodiment, nutrition, emotions and memory, reputation, gender and sexual orientation, age and generation, type of kinship system, class, ethnicity, conceptions of ‘home’ or ‘place’, conceptions of health and health care, idioms of distress and their explanatory models (e.g., see Desjarlais et al. 1995, Kleinman 1988), education and communication systems, faith tradition and the meanings and values of life, death and beyond, plus issues of ‘cultural bereavement’ (Eisenbruch 1990), as well as exposure or not to encampment and all its issues, and/or the supportive nature, or not, of a host-land or diasporic community.

In understanding and analyzing exile trajectories- or in trying to assist in refugee camps or resettlement agencies, there are a number of social categories of persons and roles which may carry special resilience/risk differentials or special cultural weight for good or ill outcomes, and which therefore are well worth according culturally-sensitive consideration. All these must be approached with a presumption of resilience and agency, not just with one of symptomatology. These social categories include: single women and household heads in exile (Women’s Commission/UNHCR), widows, victims of rape and collective dishonour, children of such rape (unless aborted- as among some of Kosovar refugees: Ward 1999), unaccompanied children and war orphans, child soldiers of all sides (said by UNICEF to now total some 300,000 persons under the age of 18: The Economist 1998), those in mixed marriages in situations of inter-ethnic conflict, those totally abandoned or feeling so, perpetrators and victims/heroes of torture or atrocity, the disabled, the ill (as from communicable disorders in camps, etc.), those newly dis-placed, newly resettled or returned, those facing prejudice and discrimination in their new hostland (e.g., Cambodian refugees in Ontario, especially it seems, those in London, Ontario: McLellan 1995), intergenerational difficulties in exile, and not least, those doing extremely well (not just for lessons in resilience, but because these may be targets of intra-community envy or witchcraft).

Again, the particular cultural aspects of each category in each exile must be ascertained, not assumed as being ‘universalistic’ or ‘generic’, nor dehistoricized. To take but one example of the complexities hidden in my listing, consider the disabled body in its cultural specificity: the anthropologist Lindsay French has explored the cultural valence accorded loss of limbs owing to landmines, among Cambodian refugees/returnees (1994). This is not a mere matter of obtaining prostheses. In local Buddhist under-
standing, not to possess a whole body bodes ill for one's next rebirth, and the sense of worth of one's present embodied self is also devalued. Any therapeutic intervention must address this moral construction and stress-load in meaning-full ways. Or consider the various cultural ways and discourses of 'doing de-pression' (psychologized, somatized, etc.: Kleinman & Good 1985, Kleinman 1988) which also call for cultural expertise in therapy. And not least, seek to know cultural ways of 'doing resilience' too.

Exile Community Milestones

In addition to considering the variables and social categories cited above, special attention should be given to exile community life-cycle milestones over time (e.g., significant anniversaries, transitions of office and generation, etc.), which may pose particular challenges to their meaning-system, continuity, and collective resilience.

To give but one example, consider the Tibetan exile, and the spiritual as well as political leadership of the 14th Dalai Lama (Batchelor & Lopez 1998, Mirsky 1999, Singh 1998). The year 1999 includes the 40th anniversary of the Dalai Lama's flight into Indian exile: how long will an exile community continue to follow a leadership which, after forty years and years of an insistence on pursuing a non-violent course, has not brought a 'return' closer? A leader, moreover, who in recent years officially has eschewed seeking the totally independent homeland that so many followers desire? Instead, the Dalai Lama seeks his return and but a limited autonomy for Tibet, whereby Beijing will control the delimited region's foreign affairs and defence: and even so, he has not yet received a formal reply. Further, a leader who recently has alienated several thousand Tibetans in exile by ruling that what some worship as a 'protector deity' is in fact a demon (i.e., Dorje Shugden) and several murders appear to have ensued from this dogma. This questioning, frustration and division within the exile community is exacerbated by the looming succession crisis when the current Dalai Lama, aged sixty-five, dies for his reincarnation must be located and accepted, and China clearly intends to have a say therein. Might not there then be two rival Dalai Lamas, as there now seem to be rival Panchen Lamas? What does this augur for the exile communities solidarity and well-being, let alone that of Tibet? In the meantime, China waits, and ponders the 'return' of Taiwan.

The Role of Time

Time is, in fact, one of the key variables in understanding and in experiencing exile. As time passes, there may well be constructed a more or less tolerable accommodation to, or exercise in creativity within, exile-no or does the homeland stand still. There is an old saying within my tradition, that time heals—or at least other distractions or enticements arise. If there was symptomatology in the early months or first phase of exile, then such distress may well decline, become but background noise, or disappear in a relatively short period of time.

Indeed, in Weine et al.'s (1997) therapeutic transaction with one Bosnian Muslim family, e.g., it is striking to note that on their first arriving in the U.S., all four members were diagnosed as displaying 'severe PTSD and impaired social functioning'; yet: "after one year there were minimal trauma-related symptoms and no diagnosable psychiatric conditions among all the family members" (1997: 34). Or, note the case of Tibetan child exiles in India (Servan-Schreiber et al. 1998: 78): after 18 months since their arrival, the perceived rates of both PTSD and Major Depression began to drop away. Again we see the vital importance of following exits over time, and of not presuming inevitable, permanent pathology: it is important to take time and the local phases of exile into account.

Another aspect of this is the cultural construction of 'time': e.g., is time itself moving in a linear or a cyclical path? Consider the case of the Tibetan Buddhist children assessed by Servan-Schreiber et al. (1998). Here the belief in the cycle of rebirth is important for understanding how some 'coped with' or interpreted away and transcended 'trauma': present suffering may imply future happiness:

"Several subjects mentioned that the traumatic events they had experienced were related to their 'karma' and that they now had paid their karmic debt. They believed that this would free them to enjoy a happier life from this point into the future" (1998: 879).

Time, Memory, and the PTSD Fad

Currently, the most popular diagnosis in use with patients or populations who are involuntary exiles is that of PTSD. This is a diagnosis which intimately entails cultural beliefs about selfhood and emotions (e.g., the perception of "a threat to the physical integrity of self or others, your response involving "intense fear, helplessness, or horror"; American Psychiatric Association / APA 1994: 52-53), and about time and memory (e.g., "recurrent and intrusive distressing recollections of the event", even "inability to recall an important aspect of the trauma": APA 1994: 51).

The diagnosis entered the APA's Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders only in its 1980 Third Edition (or DSM-III), and only as a result of persistent lobbying by U.S. Vietnam War veterans and insurance companies. Its use since has been expanded to apply to a very heterogeneous assortment of 'trauma(s)' (and Weine et al. are willing to expand it further: 1995: 536), whose meaningfulness to those experiencing or exposed to such an event implicates culture as well. The present diagnostic criteria set for this disorder ('event' in time and memory, emotion, as well as 'reexperiencing', 'avoidance' and 'hyperarousal' symptom clusters, etc.) can be found in the DSM-IV (APA 1994), and a consideration of the disorder's 'invention' can be found in the McGill anthropologist Allan Young's recent book (1995: for a psychiatric perspective on PTSD's genealogy, see Kinzie & Goetz 1996).

There are a number of troubling issues about this diagnosis and its location of pathology; my sketch of these must be brief, and I must underline that
research and debate continue: and such controversy is 'healthy'.

(1) The construct seems 'culture-bounded'; it very much draws on mainstream North American presumptions of egocentric selfhood and the current cultural over-emphasis here on 'victimhood' rather than resilience.

(2) Its use sometimes rests only on clinical or treatment or referral samples—not on general community or 'true prevalence' ones, thereby biasing conclusions towards pathology.

(3) It is clear that symptoms and life-narratives can be manipulated by 'patients' so as to receive or keep this diagnosis, doing so in order to have access to certain benefits: e.g., see Young 1990.

(4) Its use, even in North American populations, may overly fixate on 'the event' as 'cause' while completely failing to investigate the role of pre-event personality traits, and cultural beliefs; this failure is particularly sharp, for it may otherwise help explain who 'gets' PTSD when most do not (Bowan 1997, cf. APA 1994, 51-52).

(5) Its use may overly personalize life-events, focus only on the particular patient's role in context, by ignoring the collective experience and cultural meanings.

(6) Its use may overly or inappropriately 'medicalize' life-events, which should more meaningfully be seen as political and moral issues requiring moral resolutions more than biomedical interventions (cf. Weschler 1998a:240-241): i.e., its use can dehistoricize and depoliticize involuntary exile-and heroism, ignoring the nature of the event in favour of 'symptoms' (Kleinman 18998, Malkki 1996; but Sack et al. would disagree: 1997: 53-54).

(7) Further, where PTSD us diagnosed, the fact that most of the persons undergoing that 'event' do not, or soon do not, display PTSD also needs to be explained; otherwise, individual and collective resiliency, hardiness or courage (as culturally formulated) are scanted or ignored, not checked for (cf. Solkoff 1992, as discussed earlier). In Servan-Schreiber et al. (1998), only 11.5% of the 61 Tibetan child exiles ‘had’ PTSD (assuming they understood the questions), more so in males, while another 11.5% ‘had’ major depressive disorder (more so in females—suggesting cultural gender scripts for symptomatology); that team’s suspects’ higher real caseness, but at least they do try to identify-and accept, cultural ‘protective’ factors.

(8) PTSD’s validity for use in cross-cultural contexts—or with multi-cultural patient populations here, is contested (see, e.g., Friedman & Jaranson 1994, Marsella et al. 1996, Mears & Chowdhury 1994, 43, Sack et al. 1997); what are the norms or standards for cross-cultural use and credibility with children, adolescents or adults—Servan-Schreiber et al. (1998: 878) and Mollica et al. (1997: 1104) admit the lack of such validity in their studies of Tibetan children and Cambodian adolescents, respectively.

(9) The use of Western-based assessment instruments may not only be invalid cross-culturally, but also may not capture, not look for nor listen to culturally-salient experiences and concerns of the particular population. To help address this problem, the anthropologist-paediatrician Maurice Eisenbruch (1990) has developed a ‘cultural bereavement interview’ schedule for Cambodian refugees (and perhaps, with modifications, for other groups), one which does seek out and capture more of their local idioms of distress than does DSM-IV, say-yet his schedule too, used alone, seems to me to risk over-pathologizing (and cf. Sack et al.’s critique: 1997: 53).

(10) Finally, one sometimes gets the sense that Western health professionals are so wedded to the PTSD explanatory model that, even when their own data show most of their target population are indeed enjoying ‘positive’ social and/or school or occupational ‘functioning’ in society, they nevertheless still insist on the population requiring ‘treatment’ or ‘preventative’ intervention: i.e., they render resilience suspect (e.g., Mollica et al. 1997: 1105, cf.1104, and Sack et al. 1995: 179-180, 181: both regarding Cambodian adolescent samples). The specific examples I cite also seem to ‘forget’ that DSM-IV itself (APA 1994, 54) would not permit such disregard: for DSM-IV, the PTSD diagnosis should only be given if there is evidence for ‘clinically significant distress or impairment in social, occupational or other important distress of functioning’. To be blunt, this suggests that, where societal functioning is ‘positive’ and sufficient, there is no ‘need’ for biomedical intrusion (unless it’s ‘make-work’): let such exiles move-on in their lives. And this brings me to my second-last section or topic, that of the ‘creativity’ of exile.

Exile as Creativity

I present two cases of the creativity of exile, one the case of an individual, and one of a group. There is some truth in Theodor Adorno’s remark (1996: 87) that, “For a man who no longer has a homeland, writing becomes a place to live”. A case in point (aside from Said’s own life) is that of the Israeli-based author, Aharon Applefeld, who has nourished me for years. Not a day passes when I’m not at home. In my adopted country of Israel, I have written thirty books that draw directly or indirectly upon the (Ukrainian) village of my childhood, whose name is found only on ordnance maps. That ‘almost nothing’ is the well form which I draw and draw, and there seems that there is no end to its waters”.

He has achieved tremendous creativity, social functioning and international acclaim in the 57 years following dis-placement. And he has done so despite (and partly because of?) his years of ‘sleep disturbance’; he reports of the 1941 slaughter of Jewish villagers, “Shouts and sobs filled the village for two days, and they continue to arouse me from my sleep”, “the sob of the slaughter” (1998: 188, 192). Should he...
be medicalized, or applauded and learned from?

The second case, available through the anthropologist Lisa Malkki's work, is fascinating: she studied Burundi Hutu in ‘exile’ in Tanzania, doing so about 14 or 15 years after 1972 massacres. Her study design provides us with insight into the role of culture, time and memory in two populations of Burundi Hutu. The 35,000 or so Hutu dwelling in the isolated and regulated refugee camp of Mishamo, and the Hutu living some 200 km away in the town of Kigoma—part of the 20,000 or so Hutu said to be in that region. So two types of ‘exile’ are documented for the one and the same ethnic group, both having lived through the one and the ‘same’ horrific events—but it should be noted that most of her study respondents were, or had to be, males (1995: 50-51, 178).

The striking difference between these two populations of Hutu is for the Mishamo camp inhabitants, ‘exile’ and keeping their participation in it ‘pure’ and strong was the key to their identity as ‘a people’ or indeed as ‘a nation’ awaiting its due ‘return’ to Burundi, via their creation and dissemination of the ‘mythico-historical’ narratives—‘a grand moral historical vision’ (1995: 104), a culturally-constructed and solidifying, heroic ‘memory’. For them, being a ‘refugee’ was a cultural process of becoming, positively valued and was accompanied by an emphasis on demonizing ‘the Tutsi’ as a collectivity who did not have moral nor even historical claim to the place of Burundi. For the Mishamo Hutu, if they worked at being ‘pure’, they would be worthy of return and, alas, of triumph back ‘home’ (i.e., their creativity is therapeutic for them, but sets the stage for future revenge and a cycle of violence).

In contrast, the town-based Hutu did not want to identify their selves as ‘Hutu’, not as being ‘refugees’, nor as being in ‘exile’. Rather, they pursued several ways to conceal or nullify their Hutu origins, to be economically successful in Tanzania, and to stay there: for most, it was ‘an open question’ as to whether they would ever return to Burundi (1995: 183). These Kigoma Hutu intermarried with the Ha of Tanzania, or even presented themselves as being Muslim (vs. the Catholic or Pentecostal identities of the Mishamo and Burundi Hutu), or claimed to be Tanzanian ‘citizens’—or even obtained such legal status. These Hutu were focused on their individual, situational or pragmatic identity versus the Mishamo inhabitants’ emphasis on their collective identity. The Kigoma Hutu feared being put into a refugee camp; for the Mishamo Hutu, the town Hutu were most improper or impure, being set against the intermarriage and commerce that attracted town-dwellers, distracting the latter from ‘the cause’. For Mishamo Hutu, “exile was conceived as a perpetual present” (1995: 188), on awaiting “a millennial return”, awaiting “claiming the nation” (1995:188, 191). For the Kigoma ‘Hutu’, the past was not alive, the past “had simply passed” (1995: 194) and they had pragmatically moved on. The Mishamo Hutu had not forgotten, not forgiven.

Though Malikki cites three works by Said, his 1984 paper on ‘exile’ is not referred to; yet it seems to me clear that her Mishamo camp Hutu well fit Said’s discussion of the links between exile and what he terms “defensive nationalism”, they have constructed “a national history” (which they do tell, vs. Said 1984), 160 (and), and they were promoting a “strident ethnocentrism” —which was both their political and their therapeutic practice, just as feeling part of “a nation’s struggle against an oppressor” was being both political, moral, spiritual and even therapeutic (and bio-medical) for Tibetan child exiles (Servan-Schreiber et al. 1998: 878-879).

One last topic remains for this paper.

Repair, If Broken

There are a number of mechanisms or practices for repairing cases and times where exile has ‘broken lives’, has broken a cultural collectivity. One is by commemorating the event, the ‘disappeared’ and/or the survivors’ courage and resilience, in a concrete and public way, with appropriate ritual: i.e., as through placing monuments, museums (e.g., the recent contestation over a Holocaust gallery or museums for Ottawa, the steps towards a Holocaust museum in Berlin, etc.) or other public rites of ‘memory’. A second mechanism is to pursue ‘justice’ through the political, legal and perhaps therapeutic holding of ‘war crimes’ trials— as in the steps towards an International Criminal Court. A third technology of collective repair, is for the new civilian regime to establish a pursuit of ‘truth’ rather than of ‘justice’— for perhaps otherwise the military may feel a call to ‘return’. A number of societies recently have held such Truth commissions: one thinks of Chile, or South Africa’s remarkable Truth and Reconciliation Commission, under Archbishop (and Nobel Prize winner) Desmond Tutu—a leadership which underlines the moral or spiritual, rather that legal, purpose, of Guatemala’s Recovery of Historical Memory Project (whose founder, Bishop Juan Gerardi, was assassinated right after the report’s submission: Goldman 1999) and its separate, UN-backed Truth Commission. These can provide healing narratives, some moral vindication for the collectivity; but not all such societies have taken that step—how will Cambodia’s president regime seek resolution if not what some call ‘closure’ (e.g., The Economist 1999)?

Another, moral and difficult path or technology is that of individual and collective ‘forgiveness’ (not necessarily followed by ‘forgetting’), and I am interested in what may be called the Anthropology of Forgiveness. Weschler (1998a) has tackled the topic, regarding Brazil and especially Uruguay, and not Applefeld’s report on today’s Ukraine (1998: 195). But for me, the most resonant and challenging effort to lay bare the moral complexities entailed, is that by the Holocaust survivor and Nazi-hunter, Simon Wiesenthal. I commend to your attention, and reflection, the 1998 edition of his treatise on, The Sunflower: On the Possibilities and Limits of Forgiveness, which now comes with 53 short commentaries by an international cast, this including the 14th Dalai Lama. I will not spoil you reading
by giving full details of Wiesenthal’s encounter with a dying Nazi soldier during WWII, about what Wiesenthal did and did not do during both that episode and his subsequent visit to the man’s mother. The soldier participated in an atrocity of the Jews of a particular town, endeavours to ‘confess’ to Wiesenthal down to today: “was my silence at the bedside of the dying Nazi right or wrong?” (1998:97). Is forgiveness morally right and even possible? Who can forgive whom, and how? And when?

This narrative allows me to end this paper underlining the theme of the central importance of morality - a work of culture and conscience and choice. I have explored the many dimensions of exile, and challenge you to reflect on culture and morality, on time and memory, on resilience and agency and courage, and challenge you to avoid the presumption of pathology. The exilic project and its truths and its triumphs, cannot be grasped through Biomedicine or Psychology alone. Listen to, reflect on, exile, in our global village in motion. 11
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